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Alfred Music, in association with Led Zeppelin, is proud to present this new Platinum Album Edition
boxed set containing TAB songbooks for the band's first five studio albums (Led Zeppelin, Led
Zeppelin II, Led Zeppelin III, Led Zeppelin IV, and Houses of the Holy). Drawn from more than 30
years of documentation, interviews, and recorded footage, the all-new transcriptions featured in
each book deliver unprecedented accuracy and insight into the guitar style of Jimmy Page. With
vintage Zeppelin photographs and a historical foreword by Guitar World magazine's editor-in-chief,
Brad Tolinski, each book is a true collectible every fan must own.
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I wrote Alfred Music Publishing and complained that the rhythm in 'Black Mountain Side' was turned
around. They said they met with Jimmy Page who said the transcription is correct and what sounds
like strong beats are actually upbeats. It shows they did do their research and published it the way
Jimmy Page conceived it. I have played through most of the songs in the first book in the set of five
and found them to be very accurate. This book is not for beginners but once you get the music
under your fingers you will be rewarded with great guitar parts that are fun to play.

Being a fan of Jimmy Page and being a "wanna-be" guitar player, it only came natural that I would
want to play some Zeppelin riffs... I had always used online tab sites like Ultimate Guitar or

Songsterr, but looking at the computer screen gets old after awhile. So then I looked for Led
Zeppelin books and almost always found this set, and so I decided to buy it.I have absolutely no
regrets.The tabs are precise; they contain everything! Acoustic, electric, pedal steel, *mandolin, riffs,
backing rhythms, chord patterns, tunings, slides, wah wah, solos/fills (complete solos!), and even
sections for the violin bow! I was utterly impressed.If you are looking for COMPLETE transcriptions,
then buy this!*NOT COMPLETE TABS FOR ALL MANDOLIN PARTS

I have listened to Zeppelin for years and always was stymied by Page's guitar playing. Through
these books, I was really able to get a solid understanding of his approach to the guitar. By
understanding his approach, I feel that it has broadened my own playing and understanding of the
instrument. For example, you can really see through Page's solos the profound effect early rock n
roll/rockabilly guitar players had on his style. The first part of the solo in Black Dog, if slowed down,
could be right out of a Bill Haley song. One can also really see the depths of his knowledge in other
genres of music, including the blues. This is a great addition to any player's library and a fantastic
tool for expanding your own musical horizons.

It's about time, there have been many poor error filled Zep transcriptions in the past. The, "Platinum
" serise are new and accurate guitar tabs! NEW AND ACURATE, what more can said, wow!!! It's
about time.Unfortunately, the paper is of lesser quality than what most people would expect.

I ordered this collection a few months ago, and am very happey with what I received. I have only
been playing guitar for about 1 year, so I cannot play most of the stuff on it, but it is very detailed,
and according to a friend who has this as well (with a much longer guitar playing history), the TAB
on these is note for note per the recordings. Hopefully one day I will be able to play these songs.
Everything was delivered as promised by .

It always amazing me how easy cool guitar tunes are to play and to learn when the author gets it
right! On the other hand, I have seen many transcriptions where the author is forcing the chords to
play the song in a way that is not at all what the original artist used.This product falls into the former.
The transcriptions are wonderfully simple yet harmonically rich because they are exactly what
Jimmy page was playing. Love the product.

I love this collection! Everything is complete and fun to play! If you know music theory and are still

grasping guitar, and are also a huge Led Zeppelin fan, I recommend this so that you can learn some
riffs and guitar work to play with!I've been practicing songs for a while (i'm still in the learning phase
for more intermediate/advanced guitar playing i.e. not power chords) and it's a worthwhile amount of
time to dedicate to practicing.Note: The Led Zeppelin II book is a bit tall in the box, and its always
hard coming in and out when I put it away. It's not a huge deal, but it gets annoying after a while.

I already had Alfred's Led Zeppelin Complete (which is anything but - it's o.k. but really abbreviated)
and the two Play-Along volumes (good, but left wanting a lot of songs that weren't included), but am
really glad I got this. I have only had it a few weeks at this point, having gone through much of it, but
not all by any means. What more could you want? It has all songs from the first five albums, tabbed
really well (much better tab than the "Complete"). A must for any guitar playing Zeppelin fan!
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